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Analysis
The Museum of Science & History (MOSH) in Jacksonville, Florida, hosted the Darwin &
Dinosaurs exhibit from May 27, 2016 to September 5, 2016.
The comment box, however, was not put in place until July 19. As a result, the comments come
from visitors in the last 48 days of the exhibit only (the comment box is now part of the exhibit
and will be installed at the beginning of future runs).
A total of 146 cards were placed in the comment box by visitors. Nineteen cards were not
usable because they contained scribbles with no information, obscenities, and/or cartoons/
drawings/nonsense.
A net 127 cards contained usable visitor feedback. This equates to approximately 2.6 cards per
day (for the 48 days the box was in place).
There were a total of ten (10) statements on the Comment Card, with a rating scale of one to
five, with five being the highest (agree the most).

The overall average score was 4.4 out of 5, or 88%. All statements averaged >4.
Table 1: Questions & Scores

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Question
I found the exhibit educational
I liked the touchscreens
I like the Hungry Birds game
I would recommend D&D
I would recommend the MOSH
I would come back again
The exhibit was fun & engaging
I learned a lot about evolution
My kids loved it
I hope the MOSH has more exhibits like this.
All

Responses
124
124
116
116
123
122
121
118
90
117
1,171

Avg Score
4.4
4.4
4.5
4.1
4.6
4.5
4.3
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Note that not all questions were rated on all cards. For example, in many cases question #9 was
not scored because the visitor was an adult without children present.
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The front and back fo the D&D MOSH Comment Card.

In addition to the numeric rating associated with each statement, many responders also wrote
comments on the back of the cards. Sixty one (61) cards included written comments. The 61
comments break down as follows:
 Positive
 Neutral
 Negative

37 (61%)
11 (18%)
13 (21%)

(need benches, I like turtles, etc.)
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Of the 37 positive comments, 28 used the words awesome, cool, great, or said they loved it.
The nine other comments specifically said it was educational.
Examples include [card number]:
 Material handled very well, accessible explanations, good mix of science
and history. [12]
 Everything was very engaging and left wanting to learn more. [41]
 This exhibit was extremely educational and peaked interest in my child. [64]
 I thought it was amazing and educational. I will recommend to friends. [95]
 This is an excellent, brave exhibit: Dinosaur skeletons and assemblies are exciting for
all ages - 5 year old granddaughter and 70 year old grandma. [63]
Of the 13 negative comments:
 4 indicated more interactivity was needed,
 3 indicated the visitor did not like the exhibit
 2 indicated evolution was not true
 2 indicated children under 5 did not enjoy the exhibit
 1 indicated the visitor’s two children did not like the exhibit (no ages given).
 1 indicated more dinosaurs were needed
Subgroup Scores
There was no difference between the average score of all the cards (4.4) and the score of those
who indicated they had a tour guide (4.4).
MOSH Members (34 cards indicated they were MOSH Members, average score 4.2) scored
slightly below the overall average of 4.4. This is the reverse of what might be expected - that
MOSH members would give the exhibit a higher score than non-members out of a feeling of
general loyalty.
It is interesting to note that the overall average score of the cards with negative comments
was still a respectable 3.4 and that the score for the first statement, “I found the exhibit
educational,” was 3.9, only a half point lower than the overall average for that statement (4.4).
College Student Feedback
In addition to the comment cards, Barbara Blonder, a professor at Flagler University, brought
her evolutionary biology students to the exhibit and asked them for their feedback. A number
of her students provided written reports on their visit and the following excerpts are taken from
these reports, unedited and with permission.
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Student 1
With regards to evolution, it was intriguing to learn about the various organisms on the
Galapagos Island, especially the giant tortoise. The giant tortoise has two main types: the
dome-shaped and the saddle-shaped. These two types of giant tortoise differ in their carapace
shape allowing them to adapt to different conditions.
The saddle-shape giant tortoise has a curve upwards in its shell allowing their necks to reach
higher than the dome-shape tortoise. They also have longer front legs which allows them
to reach higher vegetation because they can stand up straighter. The saddle-shape is found
on drier islands, an adaptation to local conditions. The dome-shaped giant tortoise’s head is
lower to the ground, and thus can be found on islands where the vegetation grows close to or
on the ground.
Student 2
I had always thought that Darwin was nervous about publishing his findings and decided to
sit on it for a while instead of dealing with public scrutiny from findings that were considered
heresy. It was my understanding that if not for Wallace coming to the same conclusion on
evolution, Darwin may not have published till much later. The writing in the exhibit gave a
much different reasoning for Darwin waiting to publish the Origin of Species. It claimed the
Darwin waited to publish the Origin of Species until after he published other papers and
articles that created a firm platform for the Origin of Species.
I found the interactive “Hungry Birds” moth game to be the most surprising part of the
exhibit. It was a really good way of changing a scientific study into a game that kids enjoy. The
game, recommended by the NSTA, explained the study well, too. The focus of the game is to
recognize how predation on moths changed during the industrial revolution.
Student 3
The exhibit may have been called Darwin and Dinosaurs but going through the exhibit one will
find out much more about how the theory came to be, who did or did not agree, and more
about who Darwin was as a person. He was much more than just On the Origin of Species. He
was a gifted naturalist and a man who studied and learned with passion. This is made obvious
by how many things he had a hand in. Yes, his publications on evolution shook the world,
but even if he hadn’t pursued the theory and its associated research his name would still be
known.
Besides developing the theory of natural selection, Darwin’s work that lead him to that
point was enough to be revered as a pioneer of biology. He had already completed works on
subjects including geology and botany. His work on corals and his theory on their formation is
still the accepted theory used today.
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CONTACT INFO
For questions regarding this report, please contact:
Angus Carroll
Co-curator, Darwin & Dinosaurs
angus.carroll@gmail.com
Maria Hane
Executive Director, Museum of Science & History (MOSH)
mhane@themosh.org
(Also see accompanying Excel spreadsheet and scans of Comment Cards)
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